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Dispelling the Myths

Benefits of VA Home Loan

Five common VA home loan myths
debunked

How to leverage VA home loans for
your business

PRESENTED BY:

Jeff Wilson
With over 30 years in Government service
with the VA Home Loan program, a retired
Loan Guaranty Officer from the Phoenix
RLC and a Retired Veteran himself, Jeff is
considered the national expert on the VA
Loan Guaranty Program.
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What is the

FIRST THING
you think
Realtor’s hear
when your buyer
customer is
coming in with
VA financing?
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Dispelling
Common VA
Myths

Understanding
the Benefits

Identifying
Potential VA
Buyers

Summary

Q&A

The most important
take-aways for you
today.

Now is your chance to
ask any questions you
have regarding the VA
program.

You’ve probably heard
them…we’ll set the
record straight.

Learn how to
leverage the
benefits of the
VA home loan

Now that you know
the benefits, where
can you find VA
buyers?

How Did We Get Here?
The VA program was
created with the signing
of the GI Bill by Franklin
D. Roosevelt on
June 22, 1944.

1944

It was intended to stimulate
jobs in the housing industry,
as well as providing assistance
for veterans and their families.

How Did We Get Here?
2021

1944

A lot has changed…
let’s get started!

At that time, the maximum loan
amount was $2,000; 50% of that
guaranteed by the government.
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MYTH #1
The VA home
loan takes WAY
too long and
appraisals are
always low.
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Myth #1…Busted!
The VA Home Loan takes WAY too long and appraisals are always low.
The lender controls the process from
Application through Funding.
Average time to appraise: 7 days
Average time to certify value: 2 days
Percentage of appraisals under offer price? 1%
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Myth #1…Busted!
The VA Home Loan takes WAY too long and appraisals are always low.
Most VA Appraisals do not require repair work!


Subject property must meet VA Minimum Property Requirements (MPR) prior to
loan Guaranty.
▪ Will affect properties being sold “as is.”
▪ Repairs noted on the appraisal must be inspected and a clear inspection report issued
prior to Guaranty.

All VA purchases require a clear termite report if in a termite zone, excluding
condos unless the Appraiser comments.
 Any required repair items or deficiencies will be noted on the
appraisal report.
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MYTH #2
The maximum
VA home loan
amount is too
low for my
market.
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Myth #2…Busted!
The maximum VA home loan amount is too low for my market.

What is the MAXIMUM VA loan
amount in this area today?

$510,400?

A
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$765,600?

$548,250?

There is NO MAXIMUM
VA loan amount!

Myth #2…Busted!
The maximum VA home loan amount is too low for my market.

With the passing of the Blue Water Navy Act in 2019, VA
loan limits for Veterans with clear entitlement is unlimited.
For Veterans that have previously used entitlement that
has not been restored, the remaining entitlement can be
used to provide a full or partial guaranty depending on
loan amount. The borrower may need a down payment.
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Myth #2…Busted!
The maximum VA home loan amount is too
low for my market.
Purchase Example with clear entitlement



VA Loan Limit for any Standard County: $548,250
Sales Price: $650,000

$650,000 - Irrelevant = No DP!!!
Sales Price

$650,000 Sales Price
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County Limit

$0
Down Payment

Difference

= $650,000
Max VA Loan +
the funding fee

Myth #2…Busted!
The maximum VA home loan amount is too
low for my market.
Purchase Example with entitlement used




VA Loan Limit for any Standard County: $548,250
Sales Price: $650,000
Previously used unrestored Entitlement: $36,000

$548,250 Standard CLL
$137,062 guaranty limit
-$36,000 used and not restored entitlement
$101,062 remaining VA entitlement
$162,500 required guaranty on $650,000
$61,438 required DP
That’s a 9.45% DP so for just a couple thousand more the funding fee drops to 1.4%
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MYTH #3
The VA home
loan will cost my
seller too much
in closing costs.
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Myth #3…Busted!
The VA home loan will cost my seller too much in closing costs.

What are the unallowable loan fees?
There are no unallowable loan fees. Any loan fees above 1% are
considered an overcharge and can be paid by rate credit or negotiated with
the seller.

What about the pest inspection? The veteran
can’t pay that!
WRONG!!! The veteran can pay the pest inspection as part of the 1%
maximum origination fee.
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Myth #3…Busted!
The VA home loan will cost my seller too much in closing costs.

Borrower can pay all fees up to 1% if origination fee isn’t charged
Includes: Lender fees, escrow fee, termite inspection (in some states), notary fee,
messenger fee and any other loan-related fee

All parties benefit – it generally costs the borrower less than 1%
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MYTH #4
The VA funding
fee is too high.
Isn’t that doing
the veteran a
disservice?
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Myth #4…Busted!
The VA funding fee is too high. Isn’t that doing the Veteran a disservice?

Absolutely not!
The funding fee is a one-time fee
instead of a monthly fee like mortgage
insurance.
 For example:


▪ The funding fee on a $548,250 loan is
just $12,609. When financed into the
loan and amortized over 30 years at
2.5%, this comes out to about $50 a
month.
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Myth #4…Busted!
The VA funding fee is too high. Isn’t that doing the Veteran a disservice?
Effect of the Funding
Fee on Payments
Purchase price is $548,250

Each year, veterans
save over
$2,000,000,000 in MI
payments!!*
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$548,250
Down Payment
FF or MIP financed
Loan Amount
P & I @ 3%
Monthly MI
Total Pmt
Total out of pocket at closing
7 year cost projection
Funding Fee/Up Front MI
Monthly MI
Amortized FF/Up Front MI
Total Comparative MI Charge

*Savings in MI based on half the number of outstanding VA loans with an average of $250 per month in MI savings.

VA
$0
$12,610
$580,745
$2,448.45
0
$2,448.45

FHA
$19,885
$9,594
$557,845
$2,351.90
$395.14
$2,747.04

$539,728
$2,275.52
$485.76
$2,761.27

$0
$205,669.49
$12,610

$19,885
$250,635.72
$9,594
$395.14
$40.45
$435.59

$28,407
$260,353.57
0
$485.76
$0.00
$485.76

$53.17
$53.17

FNMA
$28,407

MYTH #5
My veteran can’t get
another VA home loan
because they already
used it or lost their
entitlement in a
foreclosure.
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Myth #5…Busted!
My veteran can’t get another VA home loan because they already used
it or lost their entitlement in a foreclosure.

DID YOU KNOW?
Veterans can use their entitlement more than once.

A veteran can have more than one VA loan at a time.
Even veterans who have experienced a foreclosure
may have some entitlement available.
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A
knowledgeable
VA Specialist
can help!

Let’s Recap Our Busted Myths…
MYTH

MYTH

MYTH

MYTH

MYTH

01
1
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2
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3
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4

05
5

VA loans take too
long & appraisals
come in too low…

The max loan
amount is too low
for my market

VA loans are
expensive for
the seller

The VA
Funding Fee is
too high!

Veteran used VA
loan or lost
entitlement

On average, VA loans close
in 21 days and only 1% of
VA appraisals come in
under the purchase price.

There is NO MAXIMUM
LOAN AMOUNT for VA
loans.

The VA Funding Fee is
a ONE TIME FEE;
mortgage insurance is
a MONTHLY fee.

Veterans can use
entitlement more than
once; a mortgage
professional can help
with foreclosure options.
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The buyer can pay
costs up to 1% of the
loan amount with
lender credit covering
the rest.

Myth #6… Veterans are a risky buyer
WHAT DOES THE VA CLIENT LOOK LIKE TODAY?

Why is this important to
your partners ?
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Understanding the Benefits
No down payment required for Veterans
with clear entitlement

Veteran can use entitlement multiple
times

Without monthly mortgage insurance,
buyers can qualify for a larger loan

Veterans qualify for home loan benefits
after 2 years of service in most cases, but
there are exceptions to that rule

Seller contributions allowed up to 4% of
value; above and beyond payment of
standard closing costs
100% gift funds allowed; not necessarily
from a blood relative (like FHA)

Assistance/counseling available to
veterans in default due to temporary
financial difficulty – no FHA or conv. loan
provides that! VA saves more than 80% of
defaults from losing their home

No minimum cash reserve requirements;
only what is necessary to close the loan

VA uses Make-sense underwriting
principals
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Identifying VA Buyers
WHY?






VA financing is on the rise, but is still underutilized.
Only an estimated 9% of U.S. veterans and
qualified military personnel have used their home
loan benefits = opportunity!
In most cases, the veteran will qualify for a higher
purchase price than with other financing types.

HOW?


Ask “Have you ever served?”
▪



Thank them for their service.

Don’t forget that many of our Veterans are
women! They make up a larger portion today
than in the past.

Additional Information









The VA home loan is open to all veterans, active duty military,
qualified Reservists/National Guard and un-remarried surviving
spouses of service-connected death veterans.
Gift funds allowed.
Borrowers must occupy the subject property on purchase and
regular refinance.
As long as the subject property will be owner-occupied,
borrowers may own other property.
Non-traditional credit allowed on a case-by-case basis.
Condos must be on the VA-approved condo list – there are no
“spot approvals”:
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
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Additional Demographic Information
State

Total Loans

Veteran
Population

% of
Population

California

130,659

1,471,467

8.9%

Texas

103,707

1,405,059

7.4%

Washington

52,435

523,852

10%

Colorado

51,305

367,292

14%

Arizona

54,737

478,354

11.4%

Utah

15,210

115,363

13.2%

Total loans from FY 2020 and total Vet Pop from 2019
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Termite Report & Clearance


Termite report and clearance is required on
existing properties in areas where the
probability of infestation has been defined as
“very heavy” or “moderate to heavy” by the
IRC. Check with VA Regional Loan Center for
final determination. Hawaii requires Pest
inspection on all loans.
▪



Termite report is not required on high rise
condos unless appraiser notes an issue with
infestation. Condo should have a maintenance
contract.

Manufactured homes allowed.
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TERMITE INFESTATION ZONES

Summary
Benefits for the Veteran


Zero down payment (up to county
limit)*



No maximum loan amount



No mortgage insurance



No additional time to process/
underwrite vs. other loan types
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*Up to the county loan limit with full available entitlement

Advantages to the Seller


Substantial, depending upon the lender



No excess cost to seller if calculated
properly by a knowledgeable loan
professional



Can compete with cash offers in both
time to close and return to the seller

Questions?
Thank You for Joining Us!

Stay Connected!

https://www.facebook.com/CaliberHomeLoansInc

https://www.linkedin.com/company/caliber-home-loans
https://twitter.com/caliberhomeloan
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Disclaimers
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© 2021 Caliber Home Loans, Inc. All information contained herein
is for informational purposes only and, while every effort has been
made to ensure accuracy, no guarantee is expressed or implied.
Any programs shown do not demonstrate all options or pricing
structures. Rates, terms, programs and underwriting policies
subject to change without notice. This is not an offer to extend
credit or a commitment to lend. All loans subject to underwriting
approval. Some products may not be available in all states and
restrictions apply.
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